Passion, creativity and work ethics. Times two! That’s what the culinary world gained with the amazing partnership - in life and in business - that formed when Chefs Scott and Diana McDonough met while cooking together at the 2010 Vancouver Winter Olympics. “We both grew up with a deep sense of admiration and respect for what can be accomplished in the kitchen,” says Chef Scott. “I started at the bottom and worked my way up learning from every chef and seizing every opportunity.”

“Le Petite Spoon has become our love child,” adds Chef Diana. “Our passion for food and each other shows in the planning, execution and taste of our creations. We just want to cook together and create amazing, innovative dishes that brings smiles to your faces and makes your belly happy.”

The McDounoughs consider their food “Freshly Handcrafted,” highlighting seasonal, fresh, local, and organic ingredients whenever possible. Being Chef owned and operated, they are able to source their own ingredients and have full creative control, while delighting even the most discerning clients. Combined, they have almost 30 years of experience serving intimate dinner parties to huge events for over 10,000 guests.

Believe in education and love good food? Come join other foodies and supporters of education in the most delicious and rewarding experience you’ll have all year!

**Donate** • **Volunteer** • **Attend**

**When:** Friday, November 4, 2016 6:30-9:00pm

**Where:** The OC Fair & Event Center

**Contact:** Gabby Abutom at 949.345.8706 or gabutom@mindresearch.org
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